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**Synopsis**

Packed with essential information on the diagnosis and treatment of blood and bone marrow disorders, The Bethesda Handbook of Clinical Hematology, Third Edition should be carried in the white coat pocket of the student, resident, or hematology/oncology service and in the briefcase of the internist, hospitalist, family practitioner, and pediatrician who sees patients with blood diseases. Look inside and discover:

- Organization by disease category makes critical information easy to find and use.
- Reader-friendly format includes tables, algorithms, meaningful figures, and bulleted lists that highlight vital facts.
- Invaluable contributions from recognized experts and senior fellows bridge the gap between science and the clinical practice.
- Concise coverage of the diagnosis and treatment makes the handbook ideal for quick reference, as well as for Board review!

NEW to the Third Edition:

- Emerging diagnostic and treatment strategies refine clinical decision-making.
- Significantly revised and updated chapters describe recent advances in diagnosis and treatment of hematologic disorders.

Put this handy and portable guide to work for you and your patients! Pick up your copy today!
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**Customer Reviews**

In the field of hematology there is no such a book the will satisfy all the information needed for the hematologist, especially the beginners, although some big text book may do but unfortunately they contain a bulk of knowledge which really require long time to read and to comprehend. Bethesda is the best solution available as it contains the most precise and necessary hematological information...
needed for the new in field. Despite the fact it has some deficiency in some topics like lymphoma but it is an excellent source for what you need to know in hematology and how to get information from other sources. From what is available, it is the best and a must have for young hematologist.

Good book. It’s succinct and to the point which is really helpful. Would recommend for someone interested in heme/onc (I saw that some of the h/o fellows at UCLA liked this book as well) - it only doesn’t get 5 stars from me because this book needs a revision!!

Outstanding and up to date - excellent concise ready reference. I am a senior haematologist in a major university hospital in Australia and have found it excellent. I have passed on several to young trainees!! It achieves very well, it sets out to do.

practical and exultant for clinical uses sometimes superficial ...i find this handbook as a good tool for clinical day to day use

thank you same as I expected in very good condition & thank you

very nice book for hematology, should buy after buying essential hematology

Good basic text.

Good book
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